


Chocolate

There are lots of varieties and brands of chocolate and chocolate 

items.  

I want to share with you which are my favorites.  

I love dark chocolate and most of the recipes I make reflect that. If by 

chance you love milk chocolate, feel free to change out the noted 

chocoalte for your favorite. 

Chocolate Chips at this time imy favorite chips are Ghirardelli 60% 

Cacao. I use it most often, but prefer Nestle Toll House Semi Sweet in 

Chocolate Chip Cookies. 

Cocoa I use dutch cocoa, I love the flavor and think it reallly does 

make a difference in the end result of baked items vs regular cocoa. 

For melting: for melting chocolate I often use Merkins or Guittard Dark. 

Chocolate Candy Melts they have a delicious flavor and melt smooth 

and creamy with no lumps and dry with a pretty sheen (not dull) great 

for chocolate curls, dipping items into chocolate to cover them, like 

strawberries, pretzels, marshmallows, cookies and cake pops. 

I purchase chocolate melts at baking supply stores near me or online. I 

don't prefer Wilton, I don't find the flavor to be that good.  

And Vanilla yes this is about chocolate, but I didn't want to forget to 

mentions when making delicious chocolaty items the importance of the 

vanilla you choose if often as important as the chocolate. Better quality 

products produce better results. Don't skimp on the vanilla, I love 

Tahetian Vanilla and Madagascar Vanilla and Vanilla Bean Paste. I 

don't often use artificial vanilla, the exception is when I need the item 

to stay white-white, then I use clear double vanilla (LorAnn's) 

I purchase vanilla most LorAnn's brand at baking supply stores near 

me or I order it online. I like LorAnn's Brand of Flavors.
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Let's  start off with making chocolate curls: 

 they are super-cute and easy. Really! 

All you need is a chocolte bar and a vegetable peeler.  

The trick is the temperature of the chocolate bar, if it's too cold, it won't 

curl. Putting it on the window sill to warm it for a few mintues in the 

winter works. In the summer room temperature is usually good, unless 

you have your air temp so low your house is cold :) You don't want it 

soft, that would be a mess, but as you curl the chocoalte you will see 

slightly warm (before melting) is good.



Another way to make chocolate curls is to melt chocolate candy melts or 

chocolate with vegetable shortening ( about 4 oz chocolate to 1/2-1 

tablespoon shortening) and spread it thin on the back of a baking sheet. 

Chill it for a few minutes (not a long time) and then curl it with a pastry 

scraper or a metal spatula. 

The same rules apply as the chocolate bar, the colder it is the harder it 

will be to curl. You can place the empty baking sheet in the fridge or 

freezer first and then spread the melted chocoalte over it and it will often 

firm up on the counter.



Decorating cake doesn't have to be time consuming. 

Cold cakes frost easier than room temperature cakes. Refrigerate the 

cake for an hour will help lots. 

Adding frosting and chocolate curls instantly makes any cake prett.  

A quick alternative to easy decorating is sprinkles (the jimmy type 

or nonpareil, not the sugar type). They come in every color of the rainbow 

and look great on cakes.

I will be sharing Italian Chocolate Cream Soda Recipe with you and this syrup makes it perfect!



This is the recipe for the cover photo





I baked all 6 dozen cookies with a 2 tablespoon size scoop so each cookie was 3". Two batches of Toll House Cookies from 

scratch, recipe on package of Nestle Chocolate Chips.









Chill cake for 10 minutes then spread icing over cake with spatula.





















Fudge Sauce Recipe  and Italian Buttercream Frosting Recipes follow 



*To make the Italian Buttercream Frosting Chocolate add  cocoa powder to it . The amount you add 

*will depend on the result you want. 1-2 tablespoons is nice and a light colorr, adding 1/4  cocoa will 

give the frosting more chocolate flavor.  



Chocolate Chip Cut Out Cookies













You will find more of my recipes 

 at www.createdby-diane.com 

 
You can receive each new 

recipe by email, sign up HERE

Thanks so much for supporting 
my kitchen adventures,

 Diane

You can find me on social media 
@createdbydiane 
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